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Key Terms & Concepts
• Voluntary carbon emissions reduction market
GM’s voluntarily purchased ND grassland emissions credits

• GM voluntarily purchased
permanent conservation
easements on 2,400 ha
marginal, erodible land,
preventing its conversion to
corn/soy.
• ~ 40,000 metric tons CO2 not
emitted.

• Waterfowl and upland game
habitat preserved =

“co-benefits”

Photo credit: North Dakota Tourism

US Govt. funded
Ducks Unlimited
to conduct
carbon emission
reductions estimates,
etc.

Source: Hamrick et al. 2015. Ahead of the Curve. State of the Voluntary Carbon Markets 2015.
http://forest-trends.org/releases/uploads/SOVCM2015_FullReport.pdf

Key Terms & Concepts
• Compliance (regulated) carbon
emissions reduction market
Assembly Bill 32, California Global Warming
Solutions Act of 2006, aims to reduce GHG
emissions in CA to 1990 levels by 2020.
Requires reductions from large CO2
emitters such as electric power utilities, oil
refineries, and cement plants.
CA will use a Cap-and-Trade system as part
of its approach.
~8% of GHG reductions can be in form of
approved carbon offsets purchased from
non-regulated carbon markets.

Source: www.arb.ca.gov

Key Terms & Concepts
Bayon et al. (2009)
• Cap-and-Trade system
A market-based approach used to control pollution by setting a ceiling on total
pollutant emissions and providing an economic incentive for achieving emissions
reductions. Participants are allowed to trade emissions reduction permits (aka
allowances) in order to make profits from unused allowances or to meet requirements.
An example of successful use of an emissions Cap and Trade system to reduce pollution
via market approach in the US:
SO2 trading program used to reduce acid rain (1990)

Key Terms & Concepts
Bayon et al. (2009)
• Carbon Credit
A financial instrument equivalent to either (a) the right to emit 1 metric ton of CO2 (i.e.,
an allowance) or (b) the reduction of 1 metric ton of CO2 (i.e., an offset).
• Carbon Offset
A type of carbon credit representing the reduction or sequestration of 1 metric ton of
CO2 or equivalent amount of other GHG.

Offsetting involves reducing one’s net emissions by buying the rights to emissions
reductions generated by projects that reduce GHGs. Offsets are project-based
emissions reductions and may be used in voluntary or regulated markets.

http://www.arb.ca.gov

• Effectively, rice growers will be paid by certain CA industries to their reduce carbon
emissions.
• Allows rice growers in CA and mid-South to voluntarily participate in California’s
Cap-and-Trade carbon emissions reduction program via carbon offset program.
• Power utilities and other large CO2 emitters in CA are the group being required to
reduce emissions, not rice farmers.
• Voluntary participation by farmers involves (a) growing rice using certain approved
practice(s) as per a peer-reviewed protocol, and (b) documenting those practices in
specified manner that allows carbon emission reductions to be determined and
ultimately verified by a third party.

http://www.arb.ca.gov

• The CA ARB’s rice protocol is first row crop-based protocol ever accepted into a Capand-Trade carbon emissions reduction program. (**co-benefits**)

Processes Controlling CH4 Flux from Flooded Rice Soils
CA-approved ways to
reduce CH4
• Alternating Wet-Dry
(AWD) flood
management

• Early Drainage
• Straw removal
Also reduce CH4:
• Sprinkler rice
• Row rice

Graphic Source: http://www.ibp.ethz.ch/research/environmentalmicrobiology/research/Wetlands

The CA rice carbon
offset program is
most interested in
reducing CH4 from rice
owing to its warming
potential:
1 CH4 = 23 x CO2 (100 yrs)
1 CH4 = 80 x CO2 (10 yrs)
Plus, a ton of CH4 not
produced during the
growing season will not
be produced later,
addressing the need for
permanence.

Continuous Flood vs. AWD Flood Management
Soil redox and CH4 production
• Challenges with AWD
include:

Flood Initiation

• Does it work?
Re-Flood

• How to cheaply, easily
document the practice?

Re-Flood
Re-Flood
0

AWD Flood = More O2 = Higher Redox =
Lower CH4
Continuous Flood = Lower O2 =
Lower Redox = More CH4

As with Crops, Market Principles Apply to
Carbon Offset Markets

Quantified

Ton
Seller
**Documented** CO2

3rd-Party Verification
To ensure that it meets a
project’s standard

Product
to sell
(quality
affects
price)

Broker(?)

Buyer
(Voluntary
or Regulated)

Learning how the CA rice carbon offset market works could serve as gateway to other opportunities
in other crops (e.g., ongoing mid-West pilot study for N management in corn).

Simple in theory, complicated in practice…but we’re learning.
(Mid-south rice C-offset pilot projects being led by Dennis Carman)

Thank you!

CA Compliance Market Update
• As of 25 June 2015, CA ARB formally adopted offset protocol for rice.
• This means that there is a formal market for certified/verified carbon
offsets generated as part of rice protocol.
• This is the First Crop-Based Protocol accepted into Cap-and-Trade system.
• In US, over 21 rice farmers have expressed an interest in participating in
formal market with 21,000 rice acres (1%) which reflects “good” interest.
• First rice farmer has successfully made it through Verification process
which will lead to this rice farmer’s offsets entering ARB compliance market
and will be placed up for sale.
• But like any other market, market fundamentals hold, i.e. must have a
Seller and Buyer of the “product”

Measured Diesel Fuel Use for Ground and Surface Water
Irrigation Systems per A-in Water Delivered
Source: Dennis Carman, PE, White River Irrigation District (2014)

Groundwater:
Average: 0.7 ± 0.2 gallons diesel used per Acre-inch
Range: 0.48 to 1.03
Total Dynamic Head range: 28 to 57 feet
N= 15 systems measured

Surface Relift:
Average: 0.4 ± 0.2 gallons fuel used per Acre-inch (GPA)
Range: 0.14 to 0.66 GPA
Total Dynamic Head range: 13 to 61 feet
N = 14 systems measured

Measured kWh Use for Ground Water
Irrigation Systems per A-in Water Delivered
Source: Yazoo Mississippi Delta Joint Water Management District (YMD)

Groundwater:
Average: 10.9 ± 2.2 kWh used per Acre-inch (kWh/Ac-in)
Range:

